June 11, 2009

Thomas Frieden, MD, MPH
Director, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
1600 Clifton Road
Atlanta, GA 30333

Dear Dr. Frieden:

I am writing to you on behalf of the Society for Healthcare Epidemiology of America (SHEA), representing over 1,400 physicians and other professionals who direct infection prevention and control programs in our nation’s healthcare facilities. Since the emergence of the novel H1N1 influenza strain, our primary goal has been to ensure effective and sustainable delivery of patient care while protecting healthcare workers and patients from influenza acquisition in patient care settings.

SHEA has developed the enclosed position statement on CDC’s Interim Guidance on Infection Control Precautions for Novel Swine-Origin Influenza A H1N1 in Healthcare Facilities, which has been endorsed by the Infectious Diseases Society of America (IDSA) and the Association for Professionals in Infection Control and Epidemiology (APIC). We hope that this document will contribute an important perspective on the scientific evidence as the CDC works to provide information to help healthcare providers, public health officials and the public address the challenges posed by the new virus.

SHEA endorsed CDC’s initial recommendations on H1N1 as being consistent with evidence available at the time and reflective of an appropriately cautious approach to containment in the initial weeks of the outbreak. As the outbreak has evolved, additional knowledge and experience concerning the transmission dynamics and severity of the H1N1 outbreak has emerged. Given these circumstances, infection prevention and control guidance can and should be amended to provide effective protection of healthcare workers and their patients.

It is SHEA’s belief that current evidence supports handling H1N1 on the basis of droplet transmission consistent with recommended precautions for seasonal influenza. Moreover, we support recommendations for enhanced respiratory protection when aerosol-generating procedures are performed on patients with suspected or confirmed H1N1. While the current H1N1 strain is behaving like seasonal influenza, this could change and vigilant monitoring is warranted throughout the summer and fall. If further evidence suggests that the transmission dynamics of the virus are changing, the current interim recommendations should be re-evaluated and updated accordingly.
SHEA welcomes and appreciates the opportunity to be part of the ongoing dialogue on this important issue.

Sincerely,

Mark E. Rupp, MD
SHEA President

cc:  Mark Leasure (IDSA)
     Kathy Warye (APIC)
SHEA Position Statement:

Interim Guidance on Infection Control Precautions

for Novel Swine-Origin Influenza A H1N1 in Healthcare Facilities

The emergence of a novel swine-origin influenza A H1N1 (novel H1N1) virus has dramatically impacted healthcare institutions across the globe.\(^1\)\(^,\)\(^2\) Fortunately, most public health and healthcare organizations have participated in pandemic preparedness activities for the past few years. Key components of pandemic influenza preparedness include rapid implementation of infection prevention and control procedures and practices to prevent transmission of both existing and novel pathogens. Such prevention practices should be rooted in the best available evidence, provide appropriate protection based upon proposed or established modes of disease transmission, and be coupled with additional community-based public health measures, such as social distancing. As additional information regarding the transmission patterns and disease severity of the specific pathogen becomes available, infection prevention and control guidance can and should be amended to provide effective protection of healthcare workers and their patients.

As an organization representing over 1,400 physicians and other professionals who direct infection prevention and control programs in our nation’s healthcare facilities, the Society for Healthcare Epidemiology of America (SHEA) is directly involved in the ongoing discussions between the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) and key stakeholders on recommended infection prevention and control measures for use in healthcare facilities during the evaluation and care of
patients with suspected or confirmed novel H1N1 infection. Our primary goal is to ensure effective and sustainable delivery of patient care while protecting healthcare workers and patients from influenza acquisition in healthcare settings.

At the start of the 2009 outbreak, there was uncertainty regarding the transmission dynamics of the novel H1N1 virus. While seasonal influenza is spread by large respiratory droplets, a concern at the onset of any potential influenza pandemic is whether the pathogen will have different transmission dynamics or methods of spread (e.g. via airborne spread such as tuberculosis). Evidence for airborne transmission of seasonal influenza is lacking outside of laboratory-based experiments involving artificial aerosolization of influenza virus and rare events in closed environments with minimal air circulation and opportunities for indirect contact (e.g. airplanes).3-5 Based upon the available evidence regarding seasonal influenza transmission, the CDC Healthcare Infection Control Practices Advisory Committee (HICPAC) has recommended the use of droplet precautions when caring for patients with either suspected or confirmed seasonal influenza.6 HICPAC does not recommend the use of particulate respirators or negative pressure rooms for seasonal influenza, rather these measures are recommended for pathogens which are transmitted predominantly via airborne spread by small particles that remain infective over time and may be dispersed over long distances. Such “airborne” spread is not clearly documented for influenza.

At the onset of the 2009 novel H1N1 outbreak, the CDC recommended that healthcare workers wear a fit-tested disposable N95 respirator, disposable non-sterile gloves, gowns, and eye protection (e.g., goggles) while providing direct patient care to
or collecting clinical specimens from patients with suspected or confirmed novel H1N1.\textsuperscript{7} Placing patients in a negative pressure room was suggested for all patient care activities if such rooms were available and was only required for performance of aerosol-generating procedures (e.g. airway suctioning, bronchoscopy, or intubation). This guidance applied to all types of patient care areas (including ambulatory care). SHEA endorsed the initial approach taken by the CDC and other organizations to recommend enhanced precautions, as the exact transmission mode of the novel H1N1 virus was not known at the outbreak’s onset. As the outbreak has evolved, additional knowledge and experience regarding the transmission dynamics and severity of novel H1N1 has become available. Consistent with current scientific knowledge concerning the dynamics of transmission of seasonal influenza, available data and clinical experiences suggest that novel H1N1 transmission also occurs, like seasonal influenza, via droplet spread.

Just as other recommendations have been revised to reflect the increased understanding of the current wave of the novel H1N1 influenza outbreak,\textsuperscript{8} SHEA strongly supports and encourages updating the CDC guidance on recommended infection prevention and control practices in healthcare settings for the current wave of the novel H1N1 outbreak. Based on available data and the evolution of the H1N1 outbreak, SHEA endorses implementing the same practices recommended to prevent the transmission of seasonal influenza for the novel H1N1 virus at this time. Specifically, we recommend the use of standard and droplet precautions for suspected or confirmed cases of novel H1N1 influenza; placing surgical masks on patients with suspected or confirmed novel H1N1 infection at the point of contact with the
healthcare facility; placing such patients in a single room, if available, or cohorting them with other infected patients; strict adherence to hand hygiene, respiratory hygiene and cough etiquette; early recognition and identification of suspected novel H1N1-infected patients upon presentation to a healthcare facility; and restriction of visitors and healthcare workers with febrile respiratory illnesses. Negative pressure rooms are not needed for the routine care of such patients. In recent weeks, similar guidance has been recommended and implemented by an increasing number of organizations, including healthcare facilities and public health departments.9-18

One unresolved issue involves recommendations for enhanced respiratory precautions for healthcare workers performing aerosol-generating procedures for suspect or confirmed novel H1N1. The current recommended precautions include the use of fit-tested N95 particulate respirators, gloves, eye protection and a gown when performing these activities. While the use of gloves, surgical mask, eye protection and a gown in these clinical settings is appropriate and consistent with standard precautions for aerosol-generating procedures where splashing of body fluid and/or secretions is anticipated, the use of a particulate respirator during aerosol-generating procedures is not recommended as a part of standard precautions nor to prevent seasonal influenza transmission in healthcare facilities.

The rationale, to date, for such enhanced respiratory protection for novel H1N1 stems from experiences with aerosol-generating procedures and transmission of the severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS), the absence of an available vaccine against the new virus, and the increased susceptibility of the population to the novel H1N1 virus (with reported secondary attack rates ranging from 22-33% vs. 5-15%
noted with seasonal influenza). While a more controversial issue, we are supportive of recommendations for enhanced respiratory protection when performing certain aerosol-generating procedures on patients with suspected or confirmed novel H1N1. However, these specific recommendations should be re-evaluated over the coming weeks as more data are available from the current outbreak. We hope that as more data become available, the guidance for aerosol-generating procedures for novel H1N1 can be aligned to match that provided for seasonal influenza.

The specific practices included as “aerosol-generating” procedures for novel H1N1 guidance must also be clarified. Various recommendations have included bronchoscopy, collection of nasopharyngeal specimens (e.g. nasal washes or nasopharyngeal aspirates and swabs), administration of nebulized medications, airway suctioning, resuscitation involving emergency intubation or cardiac pulmonary resuscitation, and endotracheal intubation as aerosol-generating procedures that require enhanced respiratory precautions if performed on patients with suspected or confirmed novel H1N1. We, however, recommend following HICPAC standard precautions guidance to include only the following as aerosol-generating procedures: bronchoscopy, open suctioning of airway secretions, resuscitation involving emergency intubation or cardiac pulmonary resuscitation, and endotracheal intubation. Collection of nasopharyngeal specimens from patients with suspected or confirmed novel H1N1, closed suctioning of airway secretions and administration of nebulized medications should not be considered aerosol-generating and, therefore, do not require enhanced respiratory protection.
As noted earlier, we recommend the use of surgical masks for respiratory protection during routine patient care activities as opposed to continued universal use of N95 particulate respirators. Inappropriate and widespread use of N95 respirators for all novel H1N1 patient care activities does not provide increased protection against the virus and may have an adverse impact on patient and healthcare worker safety. Namely, reports of limited supplies of N-95 respirators during the current novel H1N1 outbreak raise concerns of respirator availability in healthcare settings at times when they are actually needed. Since respirators are essential components of infection prevention and control strategies for truly obligate airborne pathogens such as *M. tuberculosis*, a shortage of respirators could put healthcare workers at increased risk in the event proper respiratory protection is unavailable for the care of patients infected with airborne-transmissible pathogens.

Transmission of influenza in acute care hospitals is a risk many magnitudes lower than the risk of community transmission and strategies that place excessive focus on preventing influenza transmission within healthcare facilities are of limited utility in an outbreak and divert attention from important community control strategies. Therefore, the precautions recommended to prevent transmission of novel H1N1 in healthcare facilities must be part of a larger program to prevent spread of illness in the community. Effective influenza control programs require coordinated application of a variety of strategies including the use of vaccines (when available), administration of both therapeutic and prophylactic antiviral agents, and targeted containment strategies such as social distancing in a manner which limits or delays disease transmission while preserving other essential societal functions. The basis of all pandemic planning
is the recognition that both seasonal and pandemic influenza are predominantly community diseases (i.e., transmission occurs primarily in the community setting rather than in healthcare settings). Unlike other concerning pathogens, effective therapy for seasonal influenza (including the novel H1N1 strain) is available and its administration rapidly decreases viral shedding in infected patients. Hence, influenza prevention and control programs must emphasize early recognition, physical separation of infected patients for the duration of illness (i.e. self-quarantine) and avoidance of unnecessary public gatherings where influenza may be transmitted.

The current strain of novel H1N1 has the same transmission dynamics as seasonal influenza and should be managed accordingly based on the currently available scientific evidence. Although the current H1N1 strain is behaving like seasonal influenza, this could change. The virus could mutate, or new reassorted viruses could emerge. Therefore, we urge vigilant monitoring of the novel H1N1 virus as it circulates in the Southern hemisphere throughout the summer and into the fall. If further evidence suggests that the transmission dynamics of the virus are changing, the current interim recommendations should be re-evaluated and updated accordingly.


http://www.bjc.org/uploadedFiles/BJC_HealthCare/About_BJC/05-07%202009%20H1N1%20Flu%20Patient%20Management%20Grid.pdf.
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